Abstract. We introduce the dual isoperimetrix which solves the isoperimetric problem in the dual Brunn-Minkowski theory. We then show how the dual isoperimetrix is related to the isoperimetrix from the Brunn-Minkowski theory.
Introduction and statement of main results
A definition of volume is a way of measuring volumes on finite-dimensional normed spaces, or, more generally, on Finsler manifolds. Roughly speaking, a definition of volume µ associates to each finite-dimensional normed space (V, · ) a norm on Λ n V , where n = dim V . We refer to [3, 28] and Section 2 for more information. The best known examples of definitions of volume are the Busemann volume µ b , which equals the Hausdorff measure, the Holmes-Thompson volume µ ht , which is related to symplectic geometry and Gromov's mass* µ m * , which thanks to its convexity properties is often used in geometric measure theory.
To each definition of volume µ may be associated a dual definition of volume µ * . For instance, the dual of Busemann's volume is Holmes-Thompson volume and vice versa. The dual of Gromov's mass* is Gromov's mass, which however lacks good convexity properties and is used less often.
Given a definition of volume µ and a finite-dimensional normed vector space V , there is an induced (n − 1)-density µ n−1 : Λ n−1 V → R. Such a density may be integrated over (n − 1)-dimensional submanifolds in V .
Given a compact convex set K ⊂ V , we let
be the (n − 1)-dimensional surface area of K.
If the boundary ∂K is smooth, each tangent space T p ∂K ⊂ V carries the induced norm and ∂K is a Finsler manifold. In the general case, one may make sense of the integral by using Alexandrov's theorem [1] .
The definition of volume µ is called convex, if for compact convex bodies K ⊂ L, we have A µ (K) ≤ A µ (L). There are many equivalent ways of defining convexity of volume definitions, we refer to [3] for details. The above mentioned three examples are convex.
Given a convex definition of volume and an n-dimensional normed space V with unit ball B, there is a unique centrally symmetric compact convex body I µ B such that
Here V denotes the mixed volume and K(V ) stands for the space of compact convex bodies in V . I µ B is called the isoperimetrix [3] . It was introduced in 1949 by Busemann [7] and has applications in crystallography [27, 29] and in geometric measure theory [5, 20, 26] . As its name indicates, the isoperimetrix is related to isoperimetric problems. More precisely, Busemann [7] showed that among all compact convex bodies of a given, fixed volume, a homothet of the isoperimetrix has minimal surface area.
The isoperimetrices of the above mentioned examples of definitions of volumes are related to important concepts from convex geometry. For Busemann's definition of volume, we have I µ b B = ω n−1 (IB)
• , where IB ⊂ V * is the intersection body of B, I
• B := (IB)
• ⊂ V its polar body, and ω n−1 the volume of the (n − 1)-dimensional (Euclidean) unit ball. For the Holmes-Thompson volume, we have
, where Π denotes the projection body. It was shown recently by Ludwig [16] that the Holmes-Thompson surface area can be uniquely characterized by a valuation property. The isoperimetrix for Gromov's mass* is a dilate of the wedge body of B.
In the present paper, we introduce a dual isoperimetrix which belongs to the dual Brunn-Minkowski theory. In the dual Brunn-Minkowski theory, the natural setting is that of star bodies (i.e. compact, star shaped bodies containing the origin in their interior, with continuous radial function). The Minkowski sum of convex bodies is replaced by the radial sum and mixed volumes by dual mixed volumes. The dual Brunn-Minkowski theory was developed by Lutwak [17, 18] and plays a prominent role in modern convexity.
Let us describe our main results. The space of star bodies with smooth radial function in a finite-dimensional vector space V is denoted by S ∞ (V ). Let S ∈ S ∞ (V ) and p ∈ ∂S. We will write p := R · p for the line generated by p. The tangent space T p ∂S is naturally identified with the quotient space V / p and inherits the quotient norm. Therefore ∂S is in a natural way a Finsler manifold. Note that this metric is not the induced metric in general. It was (to the best of our knowledge) first studied in a recent paper by Faifman [9] .
Let µ be a definition of volume, V an n-dimensional normed vector space and M a smooth (n − 1)-dimensional submanifold such that p / ∈ T p M for all p ∈ M . Then T p M ∼ = V / p can be endowed with the quotient norm and we obtain an (n − 1)-densityμ n−1 : Λ n−1 T M → R. In the particular case where M = ∂S for some smooth star-shaped set S, we denote bỹ
the surface area of S with respect to µ and the quotient metric (see Section 3 for more details). By continuity in the radial topology, this extends to non smooth star bodies as well.
Let us now formulate our main theorem. 
HereṼ denotes the dual mixed volume [17] . We callĨ µ B the dual isoperimetrix. 
while for the Holmes-Thompson volume µ ht , we havẽ
Our second main theorem is an affinely invariant inequality. A survey over affinely invariant inequalities can be found in [19] .
Theorem 2 (Surface area of the unit sphere). Let (V, B) be an n-dimensional normed space. ThenÃ
Equality is attained precisely for centered ellipsoids.
In the two-dimensional case, this bound was conjectured by Faifman [9] , who gave the non-optimal upper bound of 8. He also gave a lower bound of 4 and conjectured that 8 log 2 ≈ 5.5 (which appears in the case of a square) is the optimal lower bound. Using John's ellipsoid, one can improve the lower bound in the twodimensional case to √ 2π ≈ 4.4, but we do not have a sharp lower bound. As a corollary, we prove an upper bound for the quotient girth. Recall that the girth of a normed space is the length of the shortest symmetric curve on the unit sphere, measured with the Finsler metric induced by the norm. Analogously, the quotient girth is the length of the shortest symmetric curve on the unit sphere, measured with the quotient Finsler metric. Corollary 1.2. In any dimension, the quotient girth is bounded from above by 2π, with equality precisely for ellipsoids.
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The isoperimetrix in the Brunn-Minkowski theory
In this section, we recall some classical notions from convex geometry and Finsler geometry. References for this section are [3, 10, 28] .
Definition 2.1 (Definition of volume). A definition of volume assigns to each normed vector space
n V such that the following three conditions are satisfied:
If B is the unit ball of V , we also write (V, B) instead of (V, · ).
We will often need an alternative description of a definition of volume. Let µ be a definition of volume and (V, B) a normed space. Set V(B) := B µ. Then V is a functional on the space of compact convex, centrally symmetric bodies with the origin in their interior. It is continuous, invariant under invertible linear maps and satisfies the following monotonicity condition: whenever B 1 ⊂ B 2 belong to the same n-dimensional vector space, then
Here L n is any choice of Lebesgue measure. Conversely, any continuous invariant functional with this monotonicity property comes from a definition of volume.
Before presenting some examples, we have to recall some notions from convex geometry. Given a compact convex body K ⊂ V , the support function is defined by
This function is positively 1-homogeneous and convex. Conversely, any positively 1-homogeneous and convex function is the support function of a unique compact convex body. The polar body is defined by
The radial function of a compact convex set K containing the origin in its interior is given by ρ K (x) := max{λ ≥ 0 : λx ∈ K}, x ∈ V \ {0}.
We will make frequent use of the well-known identity
Examples i) The Busemann volume is the definition of volume such that V(B) = ω n for any n-dimensional unit ball B. Here ω n is the Euclidean volume of the Euclidean unit ball. ii) The Holmes-Thompson volume is defined by
where vp(B) denotes the volume product of B, i.e. the symplectic volume of
Here L n is any Lebesgue measure and C ranges over all cross-polytopes inscribed in B.
iv) Benson definition (or Gromov's mass*).
Here P ranges over all parallelotopes circumscribed to B. v) Ivanov's definition of volume [12] 
where E is the maximal volume ellipsoid inscribed in B (i.e. the John ellipsoid). vi) The dual of Ivanov's definition of volume
where E is the minimal volume ellipsoid circumscribed to B (i.e. the Löwner ellipsoid). If µ is a definition of volume and V an n-dimensional vector space, µ V * is a norm on the one-dimensional vector space Λ n V * , whose dual (µ V * ) * is a norm on Λ n V . This motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.2 (Dual of a definition of volume, [3]). Let µ be a definition of volume. Then the dual definition of volume µ
* is given by
In terms of the associated functionals V and V * , we have (5) is dual to the definition of volume (6).
is a continuous function Φ : Λ k s (T M ) → R such that the restriction to each tangent space T p M, p ∈ M is a k-density in the sense of (1). Example: Busemann's definition of volume is convex. This is equivalent to the convexity of the intersection body (see below). Holmes-Thompson volume is also convex. This is equivalent to the convexity of the projection body. Gromov's mass* is convex, while Gromov's mass is not convex [3] . Ivanov's definition of volume is convex ( [12] , Thm. 6.2), while its dual is not convex.
Given a compact hypersurface M ⊂ V , the norm on V induces a Finsler metric on M and we may integrate µ n−1 over M . We will be mostly interested in the case where M = ∂K is the boundary of a smooth compact convex body. If K is any compact convex body, then the integral still exists thanks to Alexandrov's theorem [1] . We will write
and call A µ (K) the surface area of K with respect to µ.
Proposition 2.6 ([3]). A definition of volume µ is convex if and only if for each pair K ⊂ L, we have
A µ (K) ≤ A µ (L).
Definition 2.7 (Isoperimetrix). Let µ be a convex definition of volume. Then, for each normed space (V, B) of dimension n there exists a unique centrally symmetric compact convex body I µ (B) ⊂ V such that for all compact convex bodies
Here V denotes the mixed volume [23] . The body I µ (B) is called isoperimetrix.
Strictly speaking, the isoperimetrix depends on the choice of a volume form. However, the definition of volume µ gives us a canonical choice of Lebesgue measure on V which we will use in the following.
Let us recall the construction of the isoperimetrix. The function µ n−1 : Λ n−1 V → R is convex and 1-homogeneous by assumption. The volume form on V induces an isomorphism Λ n−1 V ∼ = V * . We thus get a convex and 1-homogeneous function on V * , which is the support function of the isoperimetrix.
Proposition 2.8 (Isoperimetric inequality). Let B be the unit ball of a normed space and µ a convex definition of volume. Among all compact convex bodies K with given volume, the surface area with respect to µ is minimal precisely for a homothet of the isoperimetrix I µ (B). Equivalently, for each choice of Lebesgue measure, we have
A µ (K) n L n (K) n−1 ≥ A µ (I µ (B)) n L n (I µ (B)) n−1 .
Examples:
i) The isoperimetrix for Busemann's volume is (up to a constant) the polar of the intersection body:
Let us briefly recall the definition of the intersection body, referring to [11, 13, 15, 18, 24, 28] for details, more information and generalizations.
Given a non-zero volume form Ω ∈ Λ n V * and ξ ∈ V * , ξ = 0, we may write (in a non-unique way) Ω = ξ ∧ Ω ξ with Ω ξ ∈ Λ n−1 V * . Then the restriction of Ω ξ to ker ξ is a volume form, which does not depend on the choice of Ω ξ . The intersection body of a star body S ⊂ V is the star body IS in V * whose radial function is given by
By a non-trivial result due to Busemann [8] , the intersection body of a centrally symmetric convex body is convex. Busemann and Petty [6] have shown that the Busemann surface area A µ b (B) of the unit sphere is maximal precisely if B is a parallelotope. No lower bound seems to be known, except in dimensions 2 and 3. We refer to [3] and [4] for more results in this direction. ii) For the Holmes-Thompson definition of volume, the isoperimetrix is (up to a constant) the projection body of the polar:
Let us also recall briefly the definition of the projection body. Again, we have to refer to the literature for a deeper study of projection bodies [13, 14, 24, 25, 28] .
The projection body ΠK of a compact convex body K is the compact convex body in V * whose support function is given by
The projection body of a compact convex body is convex.
Let us recall a famous geometric inequality related to the projection body. Theorem 2.9 (Petty's projection inequality, [21] ). Let K ⊂ V be a compact convex body and E ⊂ V an ellipsoid. Then
with equality precisely for ellipsoids.
Holmes and Thompson have shown that the Holmes-Thompson surface area A µ ht (B) is the same as the Holmes-Thompson surface area A µ ht (B • ) (computed in the dual normed space (V * , B • )). This result was later put in a symplectic geometry framework by Alvarez [2] , who reproved their result and showed that dual spheres have the same girth (the girth is the length of the shortest symmetric geodesic). This confirmed a conjecture by Schäffer [22] .
The isoperimetrix in the dual Brunn-Minkowski theory
The natural setting for the dual Brunn-Minkowski theory is that of star bodies (instead of convex bodies) and radial addition (instead of Minkowski addition). We let S 1+ S 2 denote the radial addition of S 1 and S 2 , i.e.
where ρ denotes the radial function and S(V ) is the space of star bodies. The natural topology on S(V ) is the radial topology. The dense subspace of star bodied with smooth radial function is denoted by S ∞ (V ).
Given an n-dimensional vector space V with a volume form Ω ∈ Λ n V * and corresponding Lebesgue measure L n , there is a unique functional
called dual mixed volume, which is symmetric, multi-linear (with respect to radial addition), continuous with respect to the radial topology and which satisfies V (S, . . . , S) = vol(S). It was introduced by Lutwak [17] . Explicitly, we have for S 1 , . . . , S n ∈ S(V )
where Σ is any n − 1-submanifold in the same homology class as the sphere and
is an (n − 1)-form on V . We refer to [30] for more information on such contour integrals. In particular, taking Σ := ∂S,
Let S ∈ S ∞ (V ). Each tangent space T p ∂S may be considered as a subspace of V . But it can also be considered as the quotient
with the quotient norm. Explicitly,
which is not larger than the induced norm. 
where
We may integrateμ n−1 over M . In the particular case where M is the boundary of a star-shaped set, this yields the following definition. It will follow from Equation (4) below that this definition extends by continuity to all star bodies.
The quotient metric on the boundary of a unit ball was first studied by Faifman [9] , who showed an analogue of Alvarez' result mentioned in the last section. More precisely, he proved that the girth, the length spectrum and Holmes-Thompson volume of the unit sphere and of the polar unit sphere are the same.
Proof of Theorem 1. In the following, the pairing between an element of a vector space and an element of the dual vector space will be denoted by ·, · .
Let V be an n-dimensional normed space and Ω ∈ Λ n V * , Ω = 0 a volume form. There is an isomorphism
Let v ∈ V, v = 0. Clearly τ (v) vanishes on (n − 1)-vectors of the form a = v ∧ u, u ∈ Λ n−2 V , hence it belongs to Λ n−1 ker v, where ker v := {η ∈ V * : η, v = 0}. Therefore v is mapped isomorphically to Λ n−1 ker v. Let W := (V / v , π v B). We claim that there is a duality of normed spaces
Indeed, the dual of the projection Define the star body T by
It follows that
WithĨ µ B := T , the first statement of the theorem follows.
By the dual Minkowski inequality (Theorem 3.1), we find Finally, suppose that µ * is convex in the sense of Definition 2.5. By the construction of the isoperimetrix, the function h defined above is the support function of I µ * B
• . From (2) and (3) it follows thatĨ µ B is the polar of I µ * B • , which finishes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let E be an ellipsoid. By the dual Minkowski inequality (Theorem 3.1) and Petty's projection inequality (Theorem 2.9) we havẽ =Ã µ (E) = nω n .
The equality case follows from the fact that equality in Petty's projection inequality is attained for (not necessarily centered) ellipsoids and that B = −B.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Clearly the quotient girth of B is not larger than the quotient girth of any central two-dimensional section, which is bounded by 2π by the above theorem. If B is not an ellipsoid, then there exists a two-dimensional central section which is not an ellipsoid (see [10] , Thm. 7.1.5) and whose quotient girth is strictly smaller than 2π.
